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 The Texas A&M University System  
Office of Risk Management and Benefits Administration 

 
 

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL 
 

Group Life and 
Group Accidental Death and Dismemberment Insurance 

 
RFP NUMBER:  RFP01 RSK-09-004 

 
PROPOSAL MUST BE RECEIVED BEFORE: 

2:00 p.m. CST on February 3, 2009 
 

MAIL, HAND DELIVER OR EXPRESS MAIL PROPOSAL TO: 
 

 The Texas A&M University System 
Office of HUB & Procurement Programs 

200 Technology Way, Ste 1273 
College Station, TX 77845-3424 

Attn: Don Barwick 
 

Show RFP Number, Opening Date and Time on Response Envelope 
 

  
NOTE: PROPOSAL must be time stamped at The Texas A&M University System Office of HUB & 
Procurement Programs before the hour and date specified for receipt of proposal. 
 
Pursuant to the Provisions of Texas Government Code Title 10, Chapter 2156.121-2156.127, sealed proposals will be received until the date and time established for 
receipt. After receipt, only the names of Respondents will be made public. Prices and other proposal details will only be divulged after the award, if one is made. 
 

REFER INQUIRIES TO: 
 

Don Barwick, Manager 
The Texas A&M University System 

Office of HUB & Procurement Programs 
979-458-6410 

Email:  dbarwick@tamu.edu 
 

All proposals shall become the property of the State of Texas upon receipt. Proposals may be subject to public review after contracts have been awarded. VENDORS 
responding to this proposal are cautioned not to include any proprietary information as part of their proposal unless such proprietary information is carefully identified as 
such in writing, and the SYSTEM accepts, in writing, the information as proprietary. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the SYSTEM is subject to the Texas Public 
Information Act. 
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SECTION 1 – DEFINITIONS 
 
1.1 Definitions 

 
The following provides a definition of acronyms and abbreviated phrases used throughout this document. 
 
AD&D – Group Accidental Death and Dismemberment Insurance 
 
A&M System – The Texas A&M University System 
 
E of I – Evidence of Insurability 
 
HIPAA – Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
 
HSP – Historically Underutilized Business Subcontracting Plan 
 
HUB – Historically Underutilized Business 
 
IBNR – Incurred but not Reported 
 
Proposer – the individual, partnership, corporation, or other entity responding to this RFP 
 
RFP – Request for Proposal 
 
SEBAC – System Employee Benefits Advisory Committee – An advisory committee made up of 
representatives from each System Member, retired employee representatives, and ex-officio members. 
Open meetings are held several times per plan year between September and May to update participants on 
new developments and provide a forum for public comment. The conclusions of the committee are 
forwarded as recommendations to the Director of Risk Management and Benefits Administration for 
consideration. 
 
SMM – Summary of Material Modifications 
 
SPD – Summary Plan Description 
 
System Members - The A&M System is composed of nine academic institutions, seven state agencies, 
and a comprehensive health science center located throughout the State of Texas. The System Offices 
(headquarters) for the A&M System are located in College Station.   
 
TDI – The Texas Department of Insurance 
 
TPIA – Texas Public Information Act 
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SECTION 2 – INTRODUCTION 
 
2.1 Scope of Proposal Overview 
 
The A&M System is interested in receiving responses to its request for proposals from qualified vendors 
licensed to operate in the state of Texas to provide claims and network administration services for its 
fully-insured group life and group accidental death and dismemberment insurance plans for a three-year 
period  beginning September 1, 2009. The A&M System desires proposals that represent the best 
combination of quality and cost efficiency. Carriers are requested to submit proposals on both the group 
life and group accidental death and dismemberment insurance plans.    It is the A&M System’s intent to 
have the same vendor for both plans.  However, the A&M System may, at its discretion, select a different 
vendor for each plan. 
 
The A&M System currently contracts with Fort Dearborn Life to provide fully-insured AD&D and Life 
plans. This vendor is in the sixth year of providing these services for Life, and the second year for 
providing AD&D services.  The A&M System is required by law to rebid contracts at least every six 
years.  
 
Proposers may link to the System Benefits Administration website at http://tamus.edu/benefits  to review 
the details of the current Life and AD&D plans offered by the A&M System. 
 
This RFP provides detailed information about the A&M System and its benefit needs and provides the 
required format for the vendor’s response. Deviations from the specifications outlined are not anticipated, 
however the A&M System will consider any such deviations that it deems to be in its best interest.  

 
2.2 The Texas A&M University System 
 
The A&M System is one of the largest systems of higher education in the nation, with System 
Administrative and General Offices located in College Station, a statewide network of nine universities 
(located in College Station, Prairie View, Stephenville, Kingsville, Commerce, Corpus Christi, Laredo, 
Texarkana, and Canyon), seven state agencies (located statewide) and a comprehensive health science 
center (located in College Station).  The A&M System educates more than 105,000 students and reaches 
another 15 million people through service each year.  The A&M System has a physical presence in 248 of 
the state’s 254 counties and a programmatic presence in every Texas county.   With approximately 33,800 
benefit-eligible active and retired employees located throughout the State, the A&M System provides 
leadership in academics, research and public service directed toward serving Texas and Texans.  The 
A&M System is governed by a Board of Regents appointed by the Governor.  Currently serving on the 
board are: 
 
Bill Jones, Chairman     Austin      term expires 2009 
John D. White, Chairman   Houston    term expires 2009 
Anthony Cullins, Student Regent  Dallas    term expires 2009 
Morris E. Foster    Houston   term expires 2013 
Lupe Fraga     Houston   term expires 2011 
Richard Box     Austin    term expires 2013 
Erle Nye     Dallas    term expires 2009 
Gene Stallings     Powderly   term expires 2011 
Ida Clement Steen    San Antonio   term expires 2011 
James P. Wilson    Sugar Land   term expires 2013 
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The programs addressed by this request for proposal are available to all System Members. The authority 
to plan, implement and control the A&M System’s benefit programs has been assigned to the Director of 
Risk Management and Benefits Administration. The Employee Benefits Manager, reporting to the 
Director, has the responsibility for the design and development of System-wide benefit plans, and for the 
operation and administration of existing benefit programs. 
 
Benefits Administration staff monitors plan experience, negotiates carrier contracts, maintains official 
records, and ensures quality, efficiency, and statutory compliance in the programs through regular review 
and audits. It is the responsibility of each System Member to inform employees and retirees of their 
benefit eligibility, advise them about options and perform enrollment and counseling functions. These 
activities are usually performed in the Human Resource and/or Payroll departments of each System 
Member. 
 
2.3 Benefit Philosophy 
 
The A&M System is committed to providing eligible employees, retired employees and their dependents 
access to group benefit plans of the highest quality at the lowest possible cost to the A&M System and to 
its employees. The manner in which the programs are funded demands strict containment of costs in order 
to maximize benefits for the beneficiaries. Funding for the Basic Life and Basic AD&D plan is derived 
from the statutory contribution of the State of Texas.  The Optional Life and Dependent Life plans, as 
well as the supplemental AD&D plan, are paid in full by the participants on a payroll deduction or 
accounts receivable basis. 
 
The A&M System currently maintains its benefit plans on a fully-insured, non-participating basis.   
 
The A&M System’s benefit programs are viewed as an important part of the total compensation package.  
It is expected that the benefits offered will attract new employees, promote the retention of career 
employees and reward retired employees for their service. Therefore, superior quality and responsiveness 
to participants’ needs are essential. The A&M System is seeking a vendor who offers services with the 
best combination of excellence, flexibility and low cost. 
 
One tool to provide the A&M System administration with a continuous evaluation of benefit plans is 
SEBAC.  SEBAC consists of representatives of each System Member, retired employee representatives, 
and ex-officio members. Meetings are held several times per plan year between September and May to 
update participants on new developments and provide a forum for public comment. The conclusions of 
the committee are forwarded as recommendations to the Director of Risk Management and Benefits 
Administration for consideration or action. 

 
 

SECTION 3 – INSTRUCTIONS TO PROPOSORS 
 

3.1 Schedule of Proposal Process 
 

December 22, 2008 RFP available for download  
 
December 23 – January 4 A&M System Offices closed 
 
January 9, 2009 – 5:00 p.m. Last day the A&M System will accept questions 
 
January 16, 2009 A&M System will provide a response to questions 
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February 3, 2009 Proposals must be received by 2:00 p.m., CST.   
  Hard copy – One original, two copies 
  CD – Three copies 
   
  Mail, hand deliver, or express mail to: 
 
  Attn:  Don Barwick 
  The Texas A&M University System 
  Office of HUB & Procurement Programs 
  200 Technology Way, Suite 1273 
  College Station, TX  77845-3424 
 
February 27, 2009 Finalist Notifications 
 
March 10, 2009 Oral presentations by selected finalists 

 
March 24, 2009 Notification to selected proposer 
 
3.2 Schedule of Implementation 
 
March 24, 2009  Notification to selected proposer  
 
April 14, 2009 First draft of the group policies, riders, group certificates, administrative 

agreement, and any other legal documentation required provided to 
Benefits Administration staff in electronic format for review and edits. 

 
June 2009  Summary Plan Descriptions written and edited by the A&M System and 

submitted to carriers with format and printing specifications 
 
June 1, 2009 Enrollment information materials finalized and mailed 
 
July 1 – July 31, 2009 Annual Enrollment period for all A&M System employees and retirees 

for September 1, 2009 effective date 
 
July 31, 2009 All documents necessary for claim processing and Summary Plan 

Descriptions available to Benefits Administration staff 
 
August 1, 2009  Administrative agreement, business associate agreement, group policy, 

riders, HIPAA agreement and any other required legal documentation 
completed and signed by both parties 

 
August 25, 2009 Plan documents mailed by carrier 

 
September 1, 2009 Effective date of plans 
 
3.3 Period of Performance 
 
An initial three-year Period of Performance under a contract pursuant to this RFP will commence on 
September 1, 2009. Benefit schedules, administrative fees, and management arrangements must be 
guaranteed under the contract for a period of three years.  A renewal extension may be made pending 
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successful rate and fee negotiations.  The maximum period of performance pursuant to this RFP ends 
August 31, 2015.   
 
3.4 Qualifications of Proposers 
 
All entities responding to this RFP must certify (see Section 3.6 h.) of the response that they are licensed 
to do business in the State of Texas and permitted to contract with the State or any of its subdivisions. In 
addition, all entities must be able to demonstrate sufficient financial stature and operational capacity to 
accommodate the needs of the A&M System. 
 
The organization must also certify in that it is in good stead with the Texas Department of Insurance 
(TDI) and disclose any actions that are pending or in process with TDI. 
 
3.5 Non-Discrimination 

 
All entities responding to this RFP must certify against discriminatory organizational practices and must 
agree to indemnify and hold the A&M System harmless in the event of any claims, demands, or 
judgments relating thereto (see Section 3.6 h.). 
 
3.6 Structure of Proposal 
 
The A&M System will not consider a proposal unless one original and two copies of the proposal are 
received no later than 2:00 p.m. CST, February 3, 2009. The package containing the proposal must be 
clearly marked “RFP01 RSK-09-004 GROUP ACCIDENTAL DEATH AND DISMEMBERMENT, 
GROUP LIFE”. In addition, three copies of the proposal response saved in Microsoft Word must be 
provided on CD.  Late proposals properly identified will be returned to Proposer unopened.  Telephone 
and/or facsimile proposals are not acceptable under any circumstances. 
 
All proposals must be submitted according to the following guidelines: 

 
• Proposals should be contained in a loose-leaf, three-ring notebook with the name of the proposing 

organization on the front and spine of the notebook cover.   
• All proposals must include Sections a. through o. as described below. Each of these divisions of the 

notebook must be separated by index tabs titled to match each of the underlined titles in a. through o. 
below i.e. “a. Contact Information.” 

• Information or exhibits provided that are not specifically requested in Sections a. through n. below 
should be included at the end of the proposal behind an index tab entitled “o. Supplemental 
Information.” 

• Sections a. through o. should only be provided once.  However, if the information being provided in 
Sections a. through o. varies between the Supplemental AD&D and Life plans being bid, provide the 
requested information for each plan. 

• The CD copies should be placed in a sealed envelope with the name of the proposing organization 
and RFP01 RSK-09-004 written across the front and attached or affixed inside the front cover of each 
binder. 

 
Proposers are instructed to respond using the proposal format included in this RFP in order to expedite 
analysis and comparison of proposals received. Failure to use the stated format or failure to provide 
complete responses, may, at the A&M System’s option, disqualify the proposer. 

 
A complete proposal will consist of the following: 
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a. Contact Information – Provide a contact name for this RFP response, including title, address, 

telephone number, facsimile, and email address. 
 
b. Execution of Offer – The Execution of Offer provided in Exhibit A must be signed by the 

Proposer’s company official duly authorized and having the authority to legally bind and commit 
the proposing organization. 

 
c. Company Profile – Complete the Company Profile provided in Exhibit B by providing your 

answer following each question. 
 
d. Organizational Chart – Provide an organizational chart identifying the chain of authority through 

the company’s CEO for this account. Include names, addresses, titles, email addresses, and 
telephone numbers for each individual. 

  
e. Staffing – Describe the staff involved in the management of this group account. If staffing differs 

between Supplemental AD&D and Life, please provide the requested information for each type of 
each. Include names, titles, addresses, email addresses, and brief biographies of the following 
individuals or their organizational equivalents who will be assigned to the A&M System 
account(s): 
• Chief account executive for major group accounts 
• Regional executive 
• Service representative, if different from above 
• Account underwriter 
• Senior claim executive (level above claim manager) 
• Contract consultant 
• Communications manager 
 

f. Installation Team Staffing – Describe the installation team and provide the names, titles, 
addresses, email addresses, and brief biographies of any individuals who are not included in e 
above. 

 
g. References – For both Supplemental AD&D and Life: 

• Provide the name, address, email address, and telephone number of the primary contact at 
three public entities or corporations and three major universities of similar size and with 
decentralized administration that are current clients of your company.   

• Provide two references, including name, address, telephone number, and email address for 
the individual who will have primary responsibility for this account.   

• Provide the name, address, email address, and telephone number of the primary contact at 
two large accounts that have cancelled their coverage with your organization within the past 
year. 

 
The Proposer’s response to this requirement officially authorizes the A&M System to contact 
these organizations to discuss the services and other considerations which the Proposer has 
provided  to such organizations and authorizes the organizations to provide such information to 
the A&M System, and Proposer shall and hereby does release and hold harmless the A&M 
System, the state of Texas, and the organization of any and all liability whatsoever, in connection 
with providing and receiving all such information.   

 
h. Certification  
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• Certify that the proposing organization is licensed to offer the group insurance contracts in 
the State of Texas for which it is submitting proposals and is legally able to contract with the 
State or any of its subdivisions. 

• Certify that the organization is in good stead with the TDI and disclose any actions that are 
pending or in process with TDI. 

• Certify that no commissions, broker or finders fees are included in the quoted fees/premiums 
or will be paid to any individual, agency or company, if your company is selected to provide 
coverage for the A&M System. 

• Certify that enrollment of any employee, retired employee, or dependent of the A&M System 
will not be limited or discouraged by “quota” or other restriction. 

• Certify against discriminatory selection or segregation of the total group of eligible 
employees, retired employees, and dependents of the A&M System by excluding, or seeking 
to exclude, or otherwise discriminating against any of the following classes: 

• Women:  Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended; Executive Order 
11246 of 1965, as amended 

• Pregnant Women:  Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978, PL95-555 
• Racial Minorities:  Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended 
• Aged and Retired:  Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, as amended; 

Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1983 (TEFRA); Deficit Reduction Act 
of 1984 (DEFRA); Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986 
(COBRA) 

• Disabled Individuals and those with catastrophic and terminal diseases:  Sections 503 
and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 

 
i. Subcontractors – Identify any subcontractors who will be used on the project, stating the specific 

service they will provide and their qualifications. 
 

It is the policy of the State of Texas, the Texas Building and Procurement Commission, and the 
A&M System to encourage the use of Historically Underutilized Businesses (HUBs) in our prime 
contracts, subcontractors, and purchasing transactions. The goal of the HUB program is to 
promote equal access and equal opportunity in A&M System contracting and purchasing.  

 
Subcontracting opportunities are not anticipated for this RFP and therefore a HUB Subcontracting 
Plan (HSP) is NOT required. 
 
However, if a subcontractor will be used to provide any services, the Proposer WILL BE required 
to make a good faith effort and complete the State of Texas HSP.  In the event that you determine 
you will be using a subcontractor, please contact Mr. Don Barwick from the A&M System’s 
HUB Office at (979) 458-6410 or dbarwick@tamu.edu for assistance in determining available 
HUB subcontractors and proper completion of the HSP.  The HSP, if applicable, should be 
included in Section i. 
 

j. Supplemental AD&D Coverage – Section j. should include the following tabs. 
1. Questionnaire – Complete the Questionnaire found in Exhibit C. 
2. Supporting Documentation – Information or exhibits provided as supporting 

documentation for the Questionnaire, if applicable. 
3. Alternate Plan Design – If you would like to propose changes in the plan design, please 

provide that information and pricing, along with your rationale for doing so. 
4. Samples – Please provide samples of the following: 

a. Claim form or kit 
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b. Standard communications produced in the processing of claims (such as Requests for 
Additional Information, etc.) 

c. Standard (no additional cost) management reports 
d. Optional (additional cost) management reports 
e. Ongoing client communications 
f. Other standard (no additional cost) communication materials directed to participants 
g. Optional (additional cost) communication materials directed to participants 
h. Insured contract 

 
k. Life Coverage – Section k. should include the following tabs. 

1. Questionnaire – Complete the Questionnaire found in Exhibit D. 
2. Supporting Documentation – Information or exhibits provided as supporting 

documentation for the Questionnaire, if applicable. 
3. Proposed Premiums – The proposal and your pricing must offer a plan for group term life 

insurance benefits that is at least equivalent to the program currently in place.  Based on 
the Life Experience Reports provided in Exhibit L, it is anticipated that some plan design 
changes may be needed in order to keep the plans at an appropriate loss ratio.  Therefore, 
we have identified a number of potential plan design changes and asked for your pricing 
of those also.  However, coverage amounts of current participants will be grandfathered. 
 
Along with the RFP, there was an additional supplemental Excel file that you should 
have downloaded named Life Rate Sheet. If you failed to download this file, you can do 
so by returning to the Electronic State Business Daily.  The Life Rate Sheet should be 
completed and saved as an Excel file.  Provide the Life Rate Sheet on CD in Section k.3. 
of your response.   
 
Provide detailed information regarding the pricing process, including margin, reserve 
adjustments, retention, internal pooling levels, and other components. 
 
In addition to the potential plan design changes that were stated on the Life Rate Sheet, 
you are welcome to make other recommendations with regard to plan design changes.  If 
you desire to recommend other changes, provide detailed information and pricing, with 
your rationale for the recommendations. 

4. Samples – Provide samples of the following: 
a. Claim form or kit 
b. Standard communications produced in the processing of claims (such as Requests for 

Additional Information, etc.) 
c. Standard (no additional cost) management reports 
d. Optional (additional cost) management reports 
e. Ongoing client communications 
f. Other standard (no additional cost) communication materials directed to participants, 

including a summary plan description 
g. Optional (additional cost) communication materials directed to participants  
h. Insured contract 
i. Standard conversion form and policy 
j. Absolute assignment form 
k. Evidence of Insurability form 
 

l. Confidential and Proprietary Information –In order to protect and prevent inadvertent access to 
confidential information submitted in support of its proposal, the Proposer is to provide a 
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schedule of all pages that the Proposer in good faith, and with legally sufficient due diligence, 
considers to contain any confidential and/or proprietary information.   
 
Information in any tangible form which is submitted by Proposers will be treated as confidential 
until such time as a contract is executed. After that time, the A&M System is required to provide 
access to certain records in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 552, Tex. Gov’t Code, and 
the Texas Public Information Act (TPIA), formerly known as the Open Records Act.  By 
submitting a Proposal, the Proposer acknowledges and agrees that the A&M System shall have no 
liability to the Proposer or to any other person or entity for disclosing information in accordance 
with the TPIA.  The A&M System shall not have any obligation or duty to advocate the 
confidentiality of the Proposer’s material to the Texas Attorney General or to any other person or 
entity.  The Proposer further understands and agrees that upon the A&M System’s receipt of a 
TPIA request for a copy of the Proposer contract, including the proposal and any exhibits to the 
contract and proposal, the only documents that the A&M System shall treat as the Proposer’s 
confidential and proprietary information shall be the documents the Proposer identifies as 
required above.  It is the Proposer’s sole obligation to advocate in good faith the confidential or 
proprietary nature of any information it provides in its proposal, and the Proposer understands 
that the Texas Attorney General may nonetheless determine that all or part of the claimed 
confidential or proprietary information shall be publicly disclosed. 

 
In addition, the Proposer specifically agrees that the A&M System may release the Proposer’s 
entire Proposal, including alleged confidential or proprietary information, upon request from 
individual members, agencies or committees of the Texas Legislature where needed for 
legislative purposes, as provided for in the TPIA or to any other person or entity as otherwise 
required by law. 
 

m. IBNR and Reserve Calculations – Provide detailed information regarding your organization’s 
methodology for calculating IBNR and pending claim reserves. 
 

n. Deviations – Although deviations to the RFP are strongly discouraged, the Proposer shall 
enumerate and provide a detailed description of any deviations to provisions contained in the 
RFP.  The A&M System shall interpret any lack of deviation as the Proposer’s full agreement to 
the provisions of the RFP requirements unless specifically noted.  Deviations will not become a 
part of the final contract unless expressly agreed to by the A&M System. 
 

o. Supplemental Information – Information or exhibits provided that are not specifically requested 
in Sections a. through n. above should be included at the end of the proposal behind an index tab 
entitled “o. Supplemental Information”. 

 
3.7 General Instructions 
 
1. Each proposal shall be prepared simply and economically, providing a straightforward and 

concise description of the Proposer’s ability to meet the requirements of this RFP. Emphasis shall 
be on completeness, clarity of content and responsiveness to the offer requirements. 

 
2. Proposals must be valid for a minimum of 180 days from the submittal deadline date to allow 

time for evaluation, selection, and any unforeseen delays. 
 
3. The Proposer agrees to protect the State from claims involving infringement of patents or 

copyrights. 
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4. Any agreement resulting from this RFP shall be construed and governed by the laws of the State 
of Texas.  

 
5. Written approval by the A&M System will be required for any news releases or the use of the 

A&M System name as a reference regarding a contract awarded to a Proposer. 
 
6. Questions about the A&M System and this RFP should be submitted by email or fax no later than 

5:00 p.m. on January 9, 2009 and directed to: 
Mr. Don Barwick 
Office of HUB & Procurement Programs 
Email:  dbarwick@tamu.edu 

    FAX (979) 458-6250 
 
 The A&M System offices will be closed December 23, 2008 through January 4, 2009.   
  
7. Responses to inquires which directly affect an interpretation or change to this RFP will be issued 

in writing by amendment/addendum and posted to the Electronic State Business Daily (ESBD).  
All such amendments/addendums shall be considered part of the RFP, and the Proposer shall be 
required to consider such in his proposal.   Only those inquiries replied to by formal written 
amendment/addendum shall be binding.  Oral and other interpretations or clarification will be 
without legal effect. 

 
8. No reimbursement will be made by the A&M System for any expenses incurred in the 

preparation or presentation of proposals. 
 
9. Except for an interest in the retirement funds, officers and employees of the A&M System may 

not have a direct interest in the gains or profits of any contract pursuant to this RFP, and may not 
receive pay or emolument for any service performed for the contractor(s). 

 
10. The A&M System will not designate an Agent of Record or any other such commissioned 

representative. All requests for these systems to provide such a designation will be rejected.  The 
A&M System will communicate and negotiate only with principals of the applicant organization. 
The A&M System will not pay commissions in the event that the applicant organization chooses 
to name an agent of record and such an agent will not be recognized by the A&M System. In 
addition, no commission, broker or finders’ fees may be paid by the A&M System. You must 
certify in Section h of your proposal that you will abide by these stipulations.   

 
11. Any planned or proposed use of subcontractors must be clearly documented in the proposal as 

discussed in Section 3.6 i. The Proposer shall be and remain solely responsible for all contract 
services. All agreements between the Proposer and its subcontractors shall include a provision 
agreeing to hold harmless and indemnify the A&M System.   

 
12. The execution of a contract pursuant to this RFP is dependent upon the negotiation of a contract 

with the selected Proposer and approval by the appropriate officials in accordance with the 
policies and regulations of the A&M System. 

 
13. The A&M System reserves the right to reject all offers and re-solicit or cancel this bid if it is 

deemed to be in the best interest of the A&M System. 
 
14. The A&M System reserves the right to select none, one or more applicant organizations. 
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15. The A&M System is not required to select the lowest priced proposal, but will take into 
consideration other factors such as ability to service contracts, past experience, financial 
stability, flexibility, and other relevant criteria. 

 
16. The A&M System reserves the right to alter the specifications of its benefit programs and 

subsequently negotiate with the selected Proposer as needed to comply with any required 
changes. 

 
17. In the event the selected Proposer fails to perform any of its duties or obligations as provided by 

the contract which will include the RFP and the Proposer’s response to the RFP, the A&M 
System without limiting any other rights or remedies it may have by law, equity or under 
contract, shall have the right to terminate the contract immediately.  The Proposer understands 
and acknowledges that, notwithstanding any termination of the contract, certain obligations of 
the Proposer shall survive the termination of the contract. 

 
In addition to and without restricting or waiving any other legal, contractual, or equitable 
remedies otherwise available to the A&M System, the A&M System may terminate the contract 
without cause by giving the selected Proposer ninety (90) days written notice. 
 
In the event of a change in condition which may affect the programs for which proposals are 
solicited, the A&M System will expect a good-faith effort from any Proposer selected to absorb 
additional liabilities during the term of the contract without requiring rate increases until the next 
following renewal date.  Such changes in condition include, but are not limited to, the following: 

• Rules of the Texas Department of Insurance 
• Opinions of the Attorney General of the State of Texas 
• Federal and State statutes, court decisions and regulations from agencies and departments 

that may affect employment and benefits programs. 
 
18. Information provided to the Proposer, including lists of covered employees or other employee 

data may not be used to solicit any other insurance coverage, annuity product, or any other 
product, unless specifically approved in advance by the A&M System. 

 
19. The A&M System is exempt from the payment of premium taxes under Chapter 1601, Texas 

Insurance Code. No provision for the payment of premium taxes will be included in the 
calculation of premium rates. 

 
20. Selected Proposers will be required to be ready to pay claims on an incurred basis effective 

September 1, 2009. 
 
21. Your proposal may be rejected if: 

• it is not received by 2:00p.m., (CST), on February 3, 2009, 
• it is not completed in accordance with RFP instructions, 
• it contains significantly inaccurate information, or 
• the A&M System believes that rejection of the application is in the best interest of the 

State and its employees and retirees. 
 

22. Proposer agrees that Proposer and Proposer’s employees and agents are independent vendors 
and have no employer-employee relationship with the A&M System.  The A&M System shall 
not be responsible for the Federal Insurance Contribution Act payments, federal or state 
unemployment taxes, income tax withholding, Workers’ Compensation Insurance payments, or 
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any other insurance payments, nor will the A&M System furnish any medical or retirement 
benefits or any paid vacation or sick leave. 

 
3.8   Contract Documents 
 
In addition to standard terms and conditions, the contract document between the A&M System and the 
selected Proposer must include the following items: 
 
• Alternative Dispute Resolution 
 
Unless an applicable state statute or applicable federal law establishes another procedure for the 
resolution of disputes, the dispute resolution process provided for in Chapter 2260 of the Government 
Code shall be used, as further described herein, by the A&M System and contractor to resolve any claim 
for breach of contract made by the contractor: 

 
A contractor’s claim for breach of this contract that the parties cannot resolve in the ordinary course of 
business shall be submitted to the negotiation process provided in Chapter 2260, subchapter B, of the 
Government Code. To initiate the process, the contractor shall submit written notice, as required by 
subchapter B, to the Associate Vice Chancellor for Budgets and Accounting. Said notice shall specifically 
state that the provisions of Chapter 2260, subchapter B, are being invoked. A copy of the notice shall also 
be given to all other representatives of the A&M System and the contractor otherwise entitled to notice 
under the parties’ contract. Compliance by the contractor with subchapter B is a condition precedent to 
the filing of a contested case proceeding under Chapter 2260, subchapter C, of the Government Code.  
 
The contested case process provided in Chapter 2260, subchapter C, of the Government Code is the 
contractor’s sole and exclusive process for seeking a remedy for any and all alleged breaches of contract 
by the A&M System if the parties are unable to resolve their dispute. Compliance with the contested case 
process provided in subchapter C is a condition precedent to seeking consent to sue from the Legislature 
under Chapter 107 of the Civil Practices and Remedies Code.  Neither the execution of this contract by 
the A&M System nor any other conduct of any representative of the A&M System relating to the contract 
shall be considered a waiver of sovereign immunity to suit. 
 
The submission, processing and resolution of the contractor’s claim are governed by the published rules 
adopted by the Office of the Attorney General, pursuant to Chapter 2260, as currently effective, hereafter 
enacted or subsequently amended. These rules are found at 1TAC Ch. 68. 
 
Neither the occurrence of an event nor the pendency of a claim constitutes grounds for the suspension of 
performance by the contractor, in whole or in part. 
 
The designated individual responsible on behalf of the A&M System for examining any claim or 
counterclaim and conducting any negotiations related thereto as required under 2260.052 of House Bill 
826 of the 76th Legislature shall be the Associate Vice Chancellor for Budgets and Accounting. 
 
• General Release and Indemnification – Language should be included that will release, hold harmless, 

and unconditionally indemnify the A&M System, each and all of its System Members, its officers and 
employees, and the State of Texas from: 

 
• Any liability that might result from discriminatory organizational practices; and  
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• Any liability that arises from the acts or omissions of any officer, employee, agent, or 
representative of the contractor or individual or organization under contract to the contractor for 
specific services related to the administration of the A&M System’s benefit plans. 

 
• HIPAA Business Associate Agreement – In the interest of safeguarding our employees’ and retirees’ 

protected health information, the A&M System will require the execution of a HIPAA Business 
Associate Agreement documenting the selected Proposer’s compliance with both the privacy and 
security rules as set forth by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. A sample 
Business Associate Agreement is attached as Exhibit E.  

 
• Ability to Audit – Language should be included that will allow for audits to be performed by either 

the A&M System internal audit staff or a third party auditor contracted with the A&M System.  The 
vendor shall be responsible for all audit expenses related to the audit findings of vendor non-
compliance or error. 

 
3.9 Historical Plan Data 
 
To assist you in the development of your RFP response, participation, coverage, and experience reports 
are provided in Exhibits G – L. 
 
3.10 Eligibility 
 
Newly-eligible A&M System employees have a 60-day initial enrollment eligibility period for Life and 
AD&D coverage.   
 
The A&M System will, in all cases, determine eligibility for coverage and effective dates of coverage in 
accordance with its rules and procedures. If these rules and procedures differ from those normally utilized 
by the proposing organization, it is understood that the A&M System’s determination will prevail.  In 
addition, the A&M System will maintain employee/retiree eligibility records. 
 
The eligibility conditions listed below apply for all benefit plans offered by the A&M System. An 
employee and his/her dependents are eligible for benefits if he/she meets one of the following criteria: 
 
a. eligible to participate in the Teacher Retirement System of Texas (TRS) or Optional Retirement 

Program (ORP), and the employee works at least 50% time for at least 4 ½ months or for a 
semester of more than 4 months 
 

b. a graduate student employee who works at least 50% time for at least 4 ½ months  
 
c. a retired employee who has met the eligibility requirements for retirement under TRS, whether or 

not he/she was a member of TRS 
 
Dependents eligible for coverage include: 

 
a. the employee’s spouse 
 
b. the employee’s unmarried children younger than age 25, regardless of where they live or whether 

they are enrolled in school; or disabled dependent children over the age of 25 
 
c. grandchildren residing with the employee 
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3.11 Communications and Enrollment 
 
The A&M System will conduct an annual enrollment period for its eligible employees during the month 
of July, for the plan year beginning the following September 1. Approximately forty voluntary annual 
enrollment meetings are held across the state and the selected Proposer will be required to have personnel 
to make presentations available at some meetings.   Benefits Administration will produce a booklet 
summarizing the benefit plans, and employees will make benefit selections using the A&M System’s 
enrollment process. Over 70% of annual enrollment benefit selections are done online by employees.  
During this enrollment period, the successful bidder for the Life and AD&D programs may wish to send 
promotional material, approved in advance by Benefits Administration staff, to employees via U.S. 
Mail. The approved in advance requirement includes general material as well as any solicitation material 
developed specifically for A&M System employees. 

 
As new communication materials are developed during the plan year, a request to send these materials to 
the employees must be submitted in writing to Benefits Administration staff along with copies of the 
proposed materials.   
 
While for the most part, employees and retirees have access to SPD booklets and/or SMM letters and 
informational brochures online, the System will require minimal amounts of these materials to be 
available in print.  The proposing organization is responsible for this cost.  

 
The A&M System will make personnel available during normal business hours to respond to inquiries 
regarding the status or eligibility of a participant.  

 
 

SECTION 4 – FUNDING 
 

4.1 Current Funding 
 
Funding for the Basic Life and Basic AD&D plan is derived from the statutory contribution of the State 
of Texas.  The Optional Life and Dependent Life plans, as well as the Supplemental AD&D plan, are paid 
in full by the participants on a payroll deduction or accounts receivable basis.  The Life and AD&D plans 
are all fully insured. The A&M System is committed to providing the highest value of coverage, while 
minimizing the risk to the individual plans. 
 
The plan year, for all coverages, corresponds to the State and the A&M System fiscal year which begins 
on September 1, and ends on August 31. 
 
4.2 Reserve Arrangements 
 
Detailed information regarding the proposing organization’s methodology for calculating IBNR and 
pending claim reserves should be provided in Section m. of your response (see Section 3.6 m.).  Reserve 
calculation formulas are subject to negotiation with the A&M System prior to signing a contract. 
 

 
SECTION 5 – GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 

 
5.1 Required Services 

 
Notwithstanding other sections of this RFP which describe administrative interactions between the A&M 
System and its group insurance carriers, proposing organizations are advised of the administrative 
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requirements listed in this section of the RFP. Proposing organizations will become responsible for these 
items and services to the A&M System upon the award of a contract. Any cost associated with these 
items and services must be included in your proposal. 
 
1. Benefit contracts, affirmed by the A&M System as to form and content and approved by the State 

Board of Insurance in accordance with state and federal statutes, and technical and legal 
assistance in the administration thereof. 

 
2. Administrative agreements, in addition to any benefit contracts, which formalize the A&M 

System’s relationship with any carrier. 
 
3. Communication materials necessary for the proper administration of the plans (including but not 

limited to SPDs and SMMs, claim forms, Explanation of Benefits forms) subject to editing of 
format, content and final approval by the A&M System. 

 
4. Claim management and processing. 
 
5. Monthly, quarterly, and annual management reports, including but not limited to, claims, 

utilization, and case management information as agreed to by the A&M System and the Proposer. 
 
6. Ad hoc claim/utilization reports or analyses as requested by the A&M System and which do not 

represent extraordinary data processing effort by the claim administrator. 
 
7. Actuarial analysis and reports demonstrating the appropriate premium rates and reserve levels. 

 
8. Assessments of eligibility for Waiver of Premium life insurance cases. 

 
9. Professional underwriting services for the evaluation of late applications which are subject to 

approval based on medical history. 
 

10. Annual accounting of all financial transactions involving the A&M System including, but not 
limited to all premiums, claims, reserve changes, interest earnings and retention. 
 

11. Quarterly accounting of interest earnings, and estimated experience gains/losses for the policy 
year. 

 
5.2 Premium Remittance Process 
 
The A&M System is a self-bill group.  We require a 50-55 day premium lag due to the limitations of our 
payroll system.  Premium deductions for a given month do not occur until the first working day of the 
following month and are then remitted by ACH to the carrier on the 20th or the next business day 
following the 20th.  For example, the premium for the month of September is not deducted from an 
employee’s pay until October 1, and is remitted in total to the carrier on October 20.  Payment to the 
carrier is made as a lump sum and a detailed remittance advice indicating the participants for whom 
payment is being made is not available.   However, we are able to supply summary participation reports 
each month from which the carrier can estimate premiums and compare to the amount received for 
reasonableness.  (See Exhibits G - J) 
 
 

SECTION 6 – GROUP ACCIDENTAL DEATH AND DISMEMBERMENT INSURANCE 
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6.1 Plan Background 
 

A&M System benefit-eligible employees and retirees have the opportunity to elect health plan coverage 
offered by the A&M System. Upon electing coverage through an A&M System health plan, employees 
and retirees become automatically covered by a Basic AD&D benefit of $5,000, provided through the 
A&M System’s Group Term Life Insurance plan. The cost for this benefit is paid for by the A&M 
System.  
 
In addition, the A&M System offers supplemental AD&D coverage to all benefit-eligible employees, 
retired employees, and dependents on a voluntary, contributory basis.  This is the plan that is being bid. 
 
6.2 Current Enrollment 

 
The A&M System has approximately 33,800 benefit-eligible employees and retirees, with just over 
16,000 located in the Bryan/College Station area. Current enrollment in the AD&D plan is 17,813, with 
approximately 4,800 of them being retirees.  A report summarizing the current enrollment is available in 
EXHIBIT G.   
 
Along with the RFP, there was an additional supplemental file that you should have downloaded. The file 
named All Benefit Eligible Employees & Retirees Demographics provides demographic information for 
all those who are benefit-eligible. Exhibit F provides further information about the data found on the file. 

 
6.3 Plan Design 

 
All benefit-eligible employees have the option to enroll in employee-only or family coverage, with 
coverage amounts based on annual pay as of September 1. Any pay increases during the year will be 
reflected in the coverage amount the following September 1. All employees can choose up to $250,000 of 
coverage in multiples of $10,000. Employees with an annual salary of more than $25,000 can buy up to 
10 times their salary with a maximum coverage of $800,000.  
 
Retired employees may choose between retiree-only or family coverage. Retired employees may choose 
coverage in a multiple of $10,000 up to $200,000 if younger than 70 or $60,000 if 70 or older. 
 
Dismemberment benefits, which include loss of limb, eyesight, speech or hearing, are determined using a 
percentage of the full coverage amount. The percentage is set according to the type and extent of loss.  
 
For employees who choose employee-only coverage, the accidental death benefit paid is the coverage 
amount purchased. For family coverage, the amount paid for the accidental death of a dependent is based 
on a percentage of the purchased amount. 
 
With family coverage, the spouse is covered for 50% of the employee’s coverage amount and each 
eligible child is covered for 10% of the employee’s coverage amount. If the employee does not have a 
spouse, each eligible child is covered for 15% of the employee’s coverage amount. If the employee has no 
eligible children, the spouse is covered for 60% of the employee’s coverage amount. The maximum 
coverage for each child is $25,000. 
 
The AD&D plan SPD can be found at http://tamus.edu/benefits/publications/booklets/2008/add_spd.PDF 
.  A report of AD&D insurance plan experience is provided in Exhibit K. 
 
6.4 Claims Administration 
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Benefits Administration staff receives notice of claims from participants or beneficiaries, usually through 
the employees’ local Human Resources Office. The local Human Resources Office then provides the 
form for the participant or beneficiary to complete. The claimant is advised of required documentation 
and submits a complete packet of paperwork to the carrier. In addition, Benefits Administration staff 
submits proof of enrollment and beneficiary designation(s) to the carrier. Any additional information 
needed by the carrier should be requested directly from the participant or beneficiary. 
 
Once all the necessary documents have been received, the carrier conducts any necessary investigation 
and processes payment of benefits and sends the check directly to the beneficiary, and a copy of the 
payment statement to Benefits Administration staff. 
 
The A&M System expects timely processing of claim payments, and requests that the claim administrator 
honor assignment of benefits by the beneficiary for the payment of funeral expenses. Other assignments, 
irrevocable or collateral, should not be allowed by the terms of this policy. 
 

 
SECTION 7 – LIFE INSURANCE 

 
The proposal and your pricing as requested in the Life Rate Sheet (see Section 3.6 k.3. of the RFP) must 
offer a plan for group term life insurance benefits that is at least equivalent to the program currently in 
place.  While highlights of the current plan are provided below, you can view the plan details by linking 
to the SPD at http://tamus.edu/benefits/publications/booklets/2008/life_SPD.PDF. 
 
 Based on the Life Experience Reports provided in Exhibit L, it is anticipated that some plan design 
changes may be needed in order to keep the plans at an appropriate loss ratio.    Therefore, we have 
identified a number of potential plan design changes and asked for your pricing of those on the Life Rate 
Sheet also.  In addition to the potential plan design changes that were stated on the Life Rate Sheet, you 
are welcome to make other recommendations with regard to plan design changes.  If you desire to 
recommend other changes, provide detailed information and pricing, with your rationale for the 
recommendations in Section k.3 of your response.     
 
Coverage for the A&M System’s life plans must be structured so that no plan participants incur 
imputed income in accordance with IRC Section 79.  For this reason, the Basic Life plan must be a 
separate policy and the financial accounting for the plan must be separate from the Optional and 
Dependent Life plans.  In addition, our intent is to keep the Optional Life rates below the applicable 
IRC group term life insurance premium tables. 
 
7.1 Basic Life/Alternate Basic Life and Basic AD&D Insurance 
 

If a participant has A&M System health coverage:  He/she is automatically covered by $5,000 
in Basic Life insurance and $5,000 in AD&D coverage.  Each eligible dependent child is covered 
by $2,000 in life insurance (enrollment of dependents for this portion of the coverage is not 
required).  This coverage is paid for with the state contribution. 
 
If a participant does not have A&M System health coverage but certifies to other health 
coverage:  He/she may purchase $50,000 or seven times salary, if less, in Alternate Basic Life 
and $5,000 in Basic AD&D coverage.  Each eligible dependent child is covered by $2,000 in life 
insurance.  The state contribution may be used to pay for this coverage.  However, he/she may not 
purchase Optional Life coverage if this option is chosen. 
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If a participant does not have A&M System health coverage and does not certify to other 
health coverage:  He/she may purchase $5,000 of Basic Life and $5,000 AD&D coverage.  Each 
eligible dependent child is covered by $2,000 in life insurance.  The state contribution may not be 
used in this case. (There are currently 15 individuals paying for this coverage.) 

 
7.2 Optional Life Insurance 
 
The A&M System also offers voluntary, contributory Optional Life coverage to all benefit-eligible 
employees and retired employees.  Coverage amounts are as follows: 
 

• Active Employees 
Coverage equal to ½, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 times annual salary, up to a maximum of $1,000,000   

  
• Retired Employees 

If younger than age 70 and retired on or after 5/31/1998, any multiple of $1,000 up to $100,000 
or the amount of coverage in place at time of retirement, whichever is less.  Coverage is 
automatically reduced to $60,000 at age 70 if an amount greater than $60,000 was retained at 
retirement. 
 
If age 70 or older, any multiple of $1,000 up to $60,000 or the amount of coverage in place at 
retirement, whichever is less. 

 
Premiums are discounted for non-tobacco users, defined as those who have not used any tobacco product 
within one year of enrolling in coverage.  Employees cannot elect Optional Life Insurance and also be 
considered a dependent of an A&M System-employed spouse for Dependent Life coverage. 
 
7.3 Dependent Life Insurance 
 
An additional voluntary, contributory coverage is offered to pay benefits to employees and retired 
employees upon the death of their dependents.  The A&M System offers three plan options: 
 

• Dependent Life Plan A 
Benefit – Spouse – 50% of employee’s Optional Life coverage 
Benefit – Child – 10% of employee’s Optional Life coverage 
Premium – 50% of employee’s Optional Life premium, regardless of the number of dependents; 

10% of employee’s Optional Life premium if no spouse is covered 
 

• Dependent Life Plan B 
Benefit – Spouse and Child – $5,000 or 50% of employee’s Basic and Optional Life benefits 

combined, whichever is less 
Premium – Flat rate amount 

 
Dependents covered under Plan B also have Accidental Death and Dismemberment coverage in 
the same amounts as listed above, except that dependents of retired employees must be enrolled 
in Plan B at the time of the employee’s retirement to be eligible for this benefit. 
 

• Dependent Life Plan C 
Benefit – Spouse – 50% of employee’s Alternate Basic Life 
Benefit – Child – 10% of employee’s Alternate Basic Life 
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Premium – 50% of employee’s Alternate Basic Life premium; 10% of employee’s Alternate 
Basic Life premium if no spouse is covered 

 
7.4 Evidence of Insurability 
 
All covered persons must be assured continuation of their current level of coverage without needing to 
prove insurability.   
 
No E of I is required for an employee enrolling in Optional Life or Dependent Life coverage at time of 
employment or within 60 days of initial eligibility with the exception of employees applying for Optional 
Life coverage of 5 or 6 times salary.  E of I is generally required when employees enroll in additional 
coverage for themselves or dependents beyond the 60th day of initial eligibility.  E of I is required when 
the employee changes from Dependent Life Plan B to Plans A or C.  However, during annual enrollment, 
Optional Life coverage for active employees can be increased by one increment (up to 4 times salary) 
without proving insurability.  In addition, active employees who have a qualified change in status may 
enroll in Optional Life coverage of ½ or one times their salary or Alternate Basic Life and enroll 
dependents in Dependent Life without providing E of I.   
 
Retirees must always provide evidence of insurability to increase coverage.  Retirees can provide E of I to 
increase to an amount greater than the amount of coverage held just prior to retirement, with a maximum 
coverage amount of $60,000.   
 
7.5 Waiver of Premium Benefit 
 
An employee who becomes totally and permanently disabled is entitled to apply for Waiver of Premium.  
The selected carrier will be responsible for assessment and determination of eligibility for Waiver of 
Premium applicants and payment of claims.  If approved, the premium is waived for Basic Life coverage 
and for Optional and Dependent Life coverage if the employee is enrolled in these plans.  This benefit 
may be extended for successive periods of one year each, providing the employee can prove the disability 
continues to be total and permanent.  Life insurance under Waiver of Premium will terminate when the 
employee can no longer prove total and permanent disability or the date the employee attains age 65.  
Those reaching age 65 are allowed to revert to retiree coverage levels, if they are eligible retirees of the 
A&M System.   
 
The selected carrier will be responsible for assessment and determination of eligibility for Waiver of 
Premium applicants and payment of claims.  In addition, the carrier will be responsible for coordinating 
the annual submission of documentation by all employees to prove the disability continues to be total and 
permanent.  If a new carrier is selected, they will be responsible for coordination of the transfer of 
existing Waiver of Premium claimant information from the current carrier.  There are currently about 120 
individuals on Waiver of Premium. 
 
An employee applies for Waiver of Premium by requesting forms from their Human Resources Office.  
The employee forwards the completed paperwork to the carrier, and Benefits Administration staff verifies 
enrollment and coverage amount with the carrier. There is no elimination period and an “any occupation” 
definition is used to establish disability for these plans. 
 
The carrier notifies the employee and the appropriate System Member Human Resources Office of the 
eligibility determination and contacts the System Member Human Resources Office if Waiver of 
Premium status is being terminated for any reason other than death or reaching age 65. 
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The A&M System self-funds the waiver of premium program by paying the annual premiums for 
individuals who qualify.  The A&M System will self-bill and provide premium payment along with 
detailed backup to the carrier after the close of each plan year.  Along with that premium payment, the 
A&M System will provide detailed backup supporting the payment amount.  Approximately 25 waiver of 
premium applications are received annually.  The A&M System will pay Waiver premiums from a 
premium stabilization fund maintained by Benefits Administration for those approved for Waiver of 
Premium, rather than having the carrier establish a premium waiver reserve.  Claims paid on waiver of 
premium participants are applied to the experience of the A&M System group life plan. 
 
7.6 Coverage Costs 
 
Generally, the Basic Life and Basic AD&D coverage premiums are paid by the state.  The cost of the 
Optional Life premium is determined by the employee’s age, amount of coverage, and status as a tobacco 
or non-tobacco user.  If the employee’s birthday falls between September 1 and the following February 28 
and the employee will move to a higher cost category, the employee must pay the higher premiums for 
the entire plan year (September 1 through August 31).  Conversely, if an employee will not move to a 
higher cost category until after February 28, he/she will be charged the lower premium for the full year.  
Coverage amounts and premiums are automatically adjusted each September 1 to reflect age and salary 
changes. 
 
7.7 Living Access Benefit 
 
The current plan has a Living Access Benefit (Accelerated Benefit Option).  If a doctor certifies that a 
covered individual has less than 24 months to live, they may apply for immediate payment of 25% to 50% 
of their total life amount.  The beneficiary will receive the remaining benefit after the individual’s death.  
For those with life coverage of less than $50,000, a Living Access Benefit of up to $25,000, not to exceed 
the total life benefit may be paid. 
 
7.8 Mid-Year Salary Increases 
 
Most salary increases are effective on September 1.  However, due to promotions or other circumstances 
that may occur, an employee may receive a salary increase at some time other than September 1.  
Premiums are set using the annual salary as of September 1.  If an employee receives an increase at a time 
other than September 1, their premium remains unchanged until the next September 1, but the coverage 
amount increases upon the effective date of the increase in annual salary.   
 
7.9        Portability 
 
When Optional and/or Dependent Life coverage ends, participants may elect portability of coverage.  A 
spouse and/or dependent children, if covered, may elect portability if they no longer meet the definition of 
an eligible dependent. Waiver of Premium and the Living Access Benefit are not available once 
portability becomes effective.  Portability coverage may be purchased in any amount up to the amount of 
coverage lost and is available until age 70. 
 
7.10      Conversion Plan 
 
When coverage ends, participants are also allowed to convert the lost coverage to an individual policy.   

 
7.11      Counseling Services 
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Grief, financial planning and legal counseling are available to beneficiaries. Beneficiaries have access to a 
24/7 toll-free number, answered by a counselor, who will assess the caller’s needs and coordinate 
referrals. Five face-to-face sessions with a grief counselor, financial planner and/or legal advisor are 
available for up to one year from the date of the initial contact. 
 
7.12 Additional Considerations 
 
The plan includes coverage for self-inflicted deaths (suicide).  In addition, a dependent death benefit is 
available as long as a live birth has occurred.  
 
7.13 Claim Administration 
 
The carrier is expected to work directly with beneficiaries, The Benefits Administration Office and/or the 
Human Resources Office of each System Member when processing claims.  In addition, the carrier must 
provide claims processing packets with instructions and forms that can be given to beneficiaries so they 
can obtain assistance directly from the carrier when filing claims. 
 
Benefit Administration staff usually receives notice of claims from participants or beneficiaries through 
the Human Resources Office of the System Member.  The claimant is responsible for providing a 
beneficiary’s statement and certification of death directly to the carrier.  Benefits Administration staff 
provides an employer’s statement, along with proof of enrollment, verification of current premiums, and 
beneficiary designation directly to the carrier.  Once all the necessary documents have been received, the 
carrier processes payment of benefits and sends the check or benefit-account information directly to the 
beneficiary, with a copy of the payment statement to Benefits Administration staff. 
 
The A&M System expects processing of claim payments within five working days of the receipt of all 
documentation required by the carrier, provided the beneficiary designation is uncontested.  The A&M 
System requests that the claim administrator honor assignment of benefits by the beneficiary for the 
payment of funeral expenses.  Other assignments, irrevocable or collateral, should not be allowed by the 
terms of the policy.  The carrier will notify Benefits Administration staff if extraordinary problems or 
situations arise while processing a claim. 
 
 

SECTION 8 – EVALUATION OF PROPOSALS 
 
8.1  Evaluation Information 
 
Proposals submitted in response to this RFP shall be evaluated on the basis of the criteria listed below.  
The criteria are not listed in order of importance.  While the criteria shall provide the basis for an 
objective evaluation of each proposal, the experience and judgment of the Benefits Administration staff, 
the evaluation committee, and their advisors shall also be important in the selection process.   

• Compliance with the requirements listed in the RFP 
• Ability to service contracts 
• Administrative capability 
• Past experience 
• The organizations financial strength and stability 
• Customer/Member services 
• Organizational flexibility 
• References 
• Finalist presentations 
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• Site visits 
• Other factors 

 
The A&M System is not required to select the lowest priced proposal, but will take into consideration 
other factors such as those enumerated above. 
 
The A&M System may cancel this RFP or reject proposals at any time prior to an award, and is not 
required to furnish a statement of the reasons why a particular proposal was not deemed to be the most 
advantageous.  The selection of the successful proposal may be made by the A&M System on the basis of 
the proposals initially submitted, without discussion, clarification, or modification.  In the alternative, 
selection of the successful proposal may be made by the A&M System on the basis of negotiation with 
any of the Proposers.  The A&M System shall not disclose any information derived from the proposals 
submitted by competing Proposers in conducting such discussions. 
 
All proposals must be complete and convey all the information requested to be considered responsive. If 
the proposal fails to conform to the essential requirements of the RFP, the A&M System alone will 
determine whether the variance is significant enough to consider the proposal susceptible to being made 
acceptable and therefore a candidate for further consideration, or not susceptible to being made acceptable 
and therefore not considered for award. 
 
 
The A&M System reserves the right to check references prior to award.  Any negative responses received 
may be grounds for disqualification of the proposal. 
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EXHIBIT A – EXECUTION OF OFFER 
 
 

RFP01 RSK-09-004 
DATE:  December 22, 2008 

 
In compliance with this RFP, and subject to all the conditions herein, the undersigned offers and agrees to furnish any or all commodities 

or services at the prices quoted. 
 
A.1 Proposer Affirmation 

Signing this proposal with a false statement is a material breach of contract and shall void the submitted proposal or any resulting 
contracts, and the proposer may be removed from all proposal lists. By signature hereon affixed, the proposer hereby certifies that: 
 
A.1.A. The proposer has not given, offered to give, nor intends to give at any time hereafter any economic opportunity, future 

employment, gift, loan, gratuity, special discount, trip, favor, or service to a public servant in connection with the 
submitted proposal. 

A.1.B. The proposer is not currently delinquent in the payment of any franchise tax owed the State of Texas. 
A.1.C. Pursuant to Section 2155.004 Government Code, relating to collection of state and local sales and use taxes, the proposer 

certifies that the individual or business entity named in this proposal is not ineligible to receive the specified contract and 
acknowledges that this contract may be terminated and/or payment withheld if this certification is inaccurate. 

A.1.D. Neither the proposer nor the firm, corporation, partnership or institution represented by the proposer, or anyone acting for 
such firm, corporation or institution has violated the antitrust laws of this State, codified in Section 15.01, et seq., Texas 
Business and Commerce Code, or the Federal Antitrust Laws, nor communicated directly or indirectly the proposal made 
to any competitor or any other person engaged in such line of business. 

A.1.E. The proposer has not received compensation for participation in the preparation of the specifications for this Invitation for 
Proposal. 

A.1.F. The proposer shall defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the State of Texas, all of its officers, agents and employees from 
and against all claims, actions, suits, demands, proceedings costs, damages, and liabilities, from any acts or omissions of 
proposer or any agent, employee, subcontractor, or proposer of proposer in the execution or performance of this purchase 
order. 

A.1.G. Proposer agrees that any payments due under this contract will be applied towards any debt, including but not limited to 
delinquent taxes and child support that is owed to the State of Texas. 

A.1.H. Proposer certifies that they are in compliance with section 669.003 of the Government Code, relating to contracting with 
executive head of a State agency. If section 669.003 applies, proposer will complete the following information in order for 
the proposal to be evaluated: 

 
Name of Former Executive:     
Name of State Agency:     
Date of Separation from State Agency:     
Position with Proposer:     
Date of Employment with Proposer:     

 
A.1.I. Proposer agrees to comply with Government Code 2155.4441, pertaining to service contract use of products produced in 

the State of Texas. 
 

A.2 Texas Family Code Section 231.006 
 

Ineligibility to Receive State Grants or Loans, or Receive Proposals or Payments on State Contracts. 
A.2.A. A child support obligor who is more than 30 days delinquent in paying child support and a business entity in which the 

obligor is a sole proprietor, partner, shareholder, or owner with an ownership interest of at least 25 percent is not eligible 
to: 
8.2.A.1. receive payments from state funds under a contract to provide property, materials, or services: or 
8.2.A.2. receive a state-funded grant or loan. 

A.2.B. A child support obligor or business entity ineligible to receive payments under Subsection (a) remains ineligible until: 
8.2.B.1. all arrearages have been paid; or 
8.2.B.2. the obligor is in compliance with a written repayment agreement or court order as to any existing delinquency. 

A.2.C. Pursuant to Section 231.006 (c), Family Code, proposal should include name and Social Security number of each person 
with at least 25% ownership of the business entity submitting the proposal. Proposers that have pre-registered this 
information on the TPASS Centralized Master Proposers List have satisfied this requirement. If not pre-registered, attach 
name & social security number for each person. Otherwise this information must be provided prior to contract award. 

A.2.D. “Pursuant to Section 231.006, Family Code, re: child support, the proposer certifies that the individual or business entity 
named in this proposal is not ineligible to receive the specified payment and acknowledges that this contract may be 
terminated and payment may be withheld if this certification is inaccurate.” 

A.2.E. If a state agency determines that an individual or business entity holding a state contract is ineligible to receive payment 
under Section (a) the contract may be terminated. 

A.2.F. If the certificate required under Subsection (d) is shown to be false, the vendor is liable to the state for attorney’s fees, the 
costs necessary to complete the contract, including the cost of advertising and awarding a second contract, and any other 
damages provided by law or contract. 
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Added by Acts 1995, 74th Leg., ch. 20, Sec. 1, eff. April 20, 1995. Amended by Acts 1995, 74th Leg., ch. 751, Sec. 82, eff. Sept. 1, 
1995. 

 
A.3 Signature 
 

Submittal should give Payee Identification Number (PIN) (Formerly Vendor ID), full firm name and address of Vendor (enter in block 
provided if not shown).  Failure to manually sign submittal will disqualify it.  The person signing the submittal should show title or 
authority to bind his/her firm in contract.  The Payee Identification Number is the taxpayer number assigned and used by the 
Comptroller of Public Accounts of Texas.  Enter this number in the spaces provided on the Execution of Offer. 

 
Payee Identification Number (PIN): _________________________________________________ 
 
Sole Owner should also enter Social Security Number: __________________________________ 
 
Vendor/Company: ______________________________________________________________ 
 
Signature (INK): ______________________________________________________________ 
 
Name: _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Title: ________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Street: _______________________________________________________________________ 
 
City/State/Zip: _________________________________________________________________ 
 
Telephone No.: ________________________________________________________________ 
 
Fax No.: _____________________________________________________________________ 
 
E-mail: ______________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
Check below if preference claimed under Rule 1 T.A.C. 113.8  
(___) Supplies, materials or equipment produced in Texas/offered by Texas proposer* (___) Energy efficient products 
(___) Agriculture products produced or grown in Texas                                                    (___) Rubberized asphalt paving material 
(___) Agriculture products and services offered by Texas proposer                                   (___) Recycled motor oil and lubricants 
(___) U.S.A. produced supplies, materials or equipment                                                    (___) Energy efficient products 
(___) Products of persons with mental or physical disabilities                                          (___) Products produced at facilities located on 
(___) Products made of recycled, remanufactured, or environmentally sensitive                      formerly contaminated property                
          materials    (___) Products and services from economically 

             depressed or blighted areas 
 
*  By signing this offer, respondent certifies that if a Texas address is shown as the address of the respondent, respondent qualifies as a Texas 

Resident Proposer as defined in Rule 1 TAC 113.8. 
 
 

THIS SHEET MUST BE COMPLETED, SIGNED, AND RETURNED WITH 
RESPONDENT’S PROPOSAL.  FAILURE TO SIGN AND RETURN THIS SHEET 
WILL RESULT IN THE REJECTION OF YOUR SUBMISSION. 
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EXHIBIT B – COMPANY PROFILE  

 
 
a. Please provide the following: 

 Legal Name   
 DBA Name 
 Number of Years in Business  
 Type of Operation (i.e., Individual, Partnership, Corporation) 
 Number of Employees  
 Annual Revenues 
  Tax ID Number 
A Tax ID Number is required in order for the A&M System to accomplish financial transactions 
with any organization.  If the carrier does not provide a Tax ID Number, the A&M System will be 
unable to process any payments to the carrier. 

b. Provide a general overview of the company, including where the company is headquartered, if it 
has a major base of operation in Texas, and if it has operated under other names.    
 

c. Include a narrative history of the firm and its background in providing employee group benefits.  
Explain the added value or service that your organization provides that distinguishes it from all 
others.   

 
d. Please provide a copy of your company’s current certificate of authority with the Texas 

Department of Insurance.  
 
e. Have you ever been sanctioned by the Texas Department of Insurance?  If so, please indicate the 

action taken and the current status.  
 
f. Provide a copy of your company’s audited financial statements for the past two (2) years.  
 
g. Please indicate the date of your company’s last annual audit by your domicile’s Department of 

Insurance.  Were there any adverse findings and, if so, what was the resolution of those findings?  
 
h. Provide a financial rating of your company and any documentation (such as a Dunn and 

Bradstreet Analysis) which indicates the financial stability of your company. 
 

i. Provide a copy of your company’s most recent SAS 70, Type II report.  
 
j. Describe your company’s disaster recovery and contingency plans.  Have you ever tested or 

actually implemented these plans?  
 
k. Is your company currently for sale or involved in any transaction to expand or to become 

acquired by another business entity?  If yes, please explain the impact both in organizational and 
directional terms.  
 

l. Provide any details of all past or pending litigation or claims filed against your company that 
would negatively impact your company’s performance under an agreement with the A&M 
System. 
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m. Is your company currently in default on any loan agreement or financing agreement with any 
bank, financial institution, or other entity. If yes, specify date(s), details, circumstances, and 
prospects for resolution. 
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EXHIBIT C – AD&D QUESTIONNAIRE 

 
General Instructions 
 
1. When responding, please restate the question and provide your answer immediately thereafter.  

 
2. Do not change the format or numbering system within the Questionnaire. 

 
3. Exhibits requested in the Questionnaire should be provided under Section j.2. of your response 

(see Section 3.6 j.2.). 
 
4. Please base quantitative responses on the 12 months ending August 31, 2008, or the most 

recent 12-month period available, unless otherwise specified. 
 
5. The A&M System operates on a fiscal year beginning September 1 and ending August 31. 

 
Background Information 
 
6. Where will the account representative be located? Will this individual have responsibility for 

other clients? If yes, how many?  
 
7. Please provide the URL for your web site.   
 
8. Would your employees use a secure e-mail system to communicate with us and, if so, what 

system do you use?   
 
Administration 
 
9. Please provide the location of the office where the following functions are performed and note 

how long the office has been in operation. 
a. Account Manager/Account Representative 
b. Claims processing 
c. Customer service 

 
10. During the month of July, the A&M System holds approximately 40 enrollment meetings 

throughout the state of Texas. These meetings are voluntary for employees and retirees, however 
should you be awarded this contract, a representative from your organization may be asked to 
attend some meetings. Please indicate your willingness to meet this requirement. 

 
Claims Processing 
 
11. For the office that would process A&M System claims, please provide: 

a. the number of clients for whom you process claims 
b. the number of covered employees for whom you process claims 
c. the number of claims processors 
 

12. What are your organization’s nationwide goals for AD&D insurance claim payment turnaround? 
What was the average length of time to pay AD&D claims in the past twelve months in the office 
that will process A&M System claims? 
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   Business Days  Percentage 
      0 – 5  _________ 
      6 – 10   _________ 
    11 – 15  _________ 
    16 – 20   _________ 
 
13. Please describe your internal dispute or appeal process available to plan participants. 
 
14. Will you process AD&D claims based on verbal or electronic notification by the A&M System? 

How quickly can AD&D claims be processed under these circumstances? 
 
15. Do you have a provision for catastrophic life claim experience? (For example, are multiple deaths 

from one occurrence combined for pooling purposes?) 
 
16. Describe the cost of processing one AD&D claim. 
 
17. Discuss your paralysis benefit and how it is paid. 
 
Customer Service 
 
18. How would you monitor and control the level of service provided to A&M System employees? 
 
19. How are patterns of customer service inquiries monitored and used to improve claims processing 

activities? 
 
20. Do you have bilingual customer service personnel?  Please identify the languages spoken. 
 
Eligibility 
 
21. Benefits Administration staff currently provides coverage volumes monthly by facsimile (See 

Exhibits G - J).  
 
22. Please indicate your willingness to assure continuity of coverage from the current plan including 

your willingness to accept the enrollment forms and beneficiary designations (both paper and 
electronic) currently on file with the A&M System. 

 
Performance Guarantees 
 
23. Are you willing to put some amount of fees at risk and, if so, how much for: 

• Claim processing accuracy, 
• Claim financial accuracy, 
• Average speed to answer participant telephone inquiries 
• Other 
 
What methodology and standards would you propose for calculating and reporting this 
information? 
 

Management Reporting 
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24. Describe your data analysis and reporting capabilities. Do you have customized reporting 
capabilities? Is there an additional cost involved with customized reporting? 

 
25. Provide a list and brief explanation of your standard reports including frequency of production 

and availability following the close of the reporting period. Are reports available electronically? 
(The A&M System expects the standard report package to be provided at no additional cost.) 

 
26. What additional ad hoc reports are available and at what cost? 
 
Implementation 
 
27. Provide a detailed timetable for implementation based on a September 1, 2009 start date. 
 
28. Describe the services you will furnish with respect to installation of the plan, and for 

maintenance, i.e., staff, printing, booklets, forms, etc. 
 
Policy Options 
 
29. What types of conversion policies does your company offer and what are the associated costs to 

the employee and the A&M System? 
 
30. Does your plan have the following options available?  If so, please provide a brief explanation. 

a. Speech and Hearing 
b. Seat Belt Benefit 
c. Education Benefit/Spouse Retraining 
d. Disappearance 
e. Child Double Dismemberment 
f. Common Disaster 
g. Continuation of Benefits 
h. Rehabilitation 
i. Felonious Assault 
j. Beneficiary Assistance 
k. Kidnapping and Ransom 

 
31. We currently have a broad Travel Assistance program through our AD&D plan (see the brochure 

at:  http://www.tamus.edu/benefits/programs/worldwide.pdf ). Please discuss what you could 
provide in this area with particular emphasis on medical evacuation and repatriation coverage. 

 
32. Grief, financial planning and legal counseling are available to beneficiaries. Beneficiaries have 

access to a 24/7 toll-free number, answered by a counselor, who will assess the caller’s needs and 
coordinate referrals. Five face-to-face sessions with a grief counselor, financial planner and/or 
legal advisor are available for up to one year from the date of the initial contact.  Are these 
services offered under your plan? 

 
33. Please provide a list of additional options available to the A&M System. 
 
Premiums 
 
34. Base your premium quote on the same benefit design that is currently in place.  Rates must be for 

a fully insured plan and guaranteed for the first three-year term.  If you would like to propose 
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changes in the plan design, please provide that information and pricing, along with your rationale 
for doing so in Section j.3 of your response (see Section 3.6 j. 3). 
 
AD&D Employee Only – Rate per employee per month for each $10,000 multiple of AD&D as 
described in these specifications. 

 
 All Active Employees 
 $__________ per month, per $10,000 
 
 All Retired Employees 
 $__________ per month, per $10,000 
 
 Combined Employee and Retiree Rate 
 $___________ per month, per $10,000 
 

AD&D Family Coverage – Rate per employee per month for each $10,000 multiple of AD&D 
provided for employee, spouse, and dependent children. 

 
 All Active Employees 
 $__________ per month, per $10,000 
 
 All Retired Employees 
 $___________ per month, per $10,000 
 
 Combined Employee and Retiree Rate 
 $___________ per month, per $10,000 
  
Subcontracting 
 
35. If any activities are subcontracted, i.e. travel assistance, printing, etc., please provide the 

subcontractor’s name, services performed and detailed information describing under what 
circumstances subcontractors are used.  In addition, if you are using a subcontractor you must 
comply with Section 3.6 i. of this RFP. 
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EXHIBIT D – LIFE QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
 
1. Please indicate the location of the office(s) that will process the A&M System’s life claims. 

 
2. What are your organization’s nationwide objectives for life insurance claim payment turnaround?   
 

What was the average length of time taken to pay life insurance claims in the office listed above 
during 2007?  What percentage of claims was paid within the following time frames? 

 
   Business Days   Percentage 
    0-5    
    6-10    
    11-15    
    16-20    
    21 or more  
  
3. Please provide information regarding your standard conversion policy, including the associated 

costs to the employee and the A&M System.   
 
4. Do you have a provision for catastrophic life claim experience?    
 
5. Please describe the cost of processing one life insurance claim.   
 
6. Are you willing to work directly with employees in the determination of evidence of insurability?   
 
7. Will you work directly with beneficiaries on claim payments?  What is the threshold at which the 

beneficiary receives a passbook account rather than a check?  Can the A&M System determine 
this level? 

 
8. Will you agree to an open enrollment at 3 to 5 year intervals?  Provide the details of any costs, if 

applicable, associated with you agreeing to have these periodic open enrollments.   
 
9. Please describe your process for employees that want to file for an absolute assignment.   
 
10. Are all forms that you may require an employee or the A&M System to complete available on 

line?  If not, please list which are and which are not.  Provide the web address where these forms 
may be viewed.   

 
11. Typically, the beneficiary for dependent life coverage is the employee.  Under what 

circumstances could this designation change?  Is it possible to designate a secondary beneficiary 
for dependent life?   

 
12. The A&M System does not maintain paper copies of enrollment or beneficiary designation forms.  

These forms are imaged and stored electronically.  Upon death of an employee or retiree, will you 
accept the imaged enrollment and beneficiary designation forms?  Will you accept these 
documents electronically as an attachment to an email if they have been encrypted for security?   
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EXHIBIT E – HIPAA BUSINESS ASSOCIATE AGREEMENT 

 
 
 
 This agreement is between THE TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM, and 
_________________________ In consideration of the mutual benefits to be derived by both parties and 
in accordance with applicable state and federal laws, the parties hereto agree as follows.  
 
I) Definitions: Terms used, but not otherwise defined, in this Agreement shall have the same meanings 

as those terms in the Privacy Rule. 
 

A) Business Associate. “Business Associate” shall mean _____________________________. 
 
B) Covered Entity. “Covered Entity” shall mean THE TEXAS A&M UNIVERSITY SYSTEM.  

 
C) Individual. “Individual” shall have the same meaning as the term “individual” in 45 CFR 

§164.501 and shall include a person who qualifies as a personal representative in accordance with 
45 CFR §164.502(g). 

 
D) Privacy Rule. “Privacy Rule” shall mean the Standards for Privacy of Individually Identifiable 

Health Information at 45 CFR Part 160 and Part 164, Subparts A and E. 
 
E) Protected Health Information. “Protected Health Information” shall have the same meaning as the 

term “protected health information” in 45 CFR §164.501, limited to information created or 
received by Business Associate from or on behalf of Covered Entity. 

 
F) Required by Law. “Required by Law” shall have the same meaning as the term “required by law” 

in 45 CFR §164.501.  
 

G) Secretary. “Secretary” shall mean the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services 
or his designee.  
 

II) Obligations and Activities of Business Associate  
 
A) Business Associate agrees not to use or disclose Protected Health Information other than as 

permitted or required by the Agreement or as Required By Law. 
 
B) Business Associate agrees to use appropriate safeguards to prevent use or disclosure of Protected 

Health Information other than as provided by this Agreement. 
 
C) Business Associate agrees to mitigate, to the extent practicable, any harmful effect that is known 

to Business Associate of a use or disclosure of Protected Health Information by Business 
Associate in violation of the requirements of this Agreement. 

 
D) Business Associate agrees to report to Covered Entity any use or disclosure of the Protected 

Health Information not provided for by this Agreement of which it becomes aware. 
 

E) Business Associate agrees to ensure that any agent, including a subcontractor, to whom it 
provides Protected Health Information received from, or created or received by Business 
Associate on behalf of Covered Entity agrees to the same restrictions and conditions that apply 
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through this Agreement to Business Associate with respect to such information.  
 

F) Business Associate agrees to provide access, at the request of Covered Entity and in a time and 
manner to be mutually agreed upon by the parties, to Protected Health Information in a 
Designated Record Set, to Covered Entity or, as directed by Covered Entity, to an Individual in 
order to meet the requirements under 45 CFR §164.524. 

 
G) Business Associate agrees to make any amendment(s) to Protected Health Information in a 

Designated Record Set that the Covered Entity directs or agrees to pursuant to 45 CFR §164.526 
at the request of Covered Entity or an Individual in the time and manner mutually agreed to by 
the parties. When Covered Entity grants an individual’s request for amendment, Covered Entity 
shall provide the granted amendment to Business Associate’s Privacy Office. 

 
H) Business Associate agrees to make internal practices, books, and records, including policies and 

procedures and Protected Health Information, relating to the use and disclosure of Protected 
Health Information received from, or created or received by Business Associate on behalf of, 
Covered Entity available to Covered Entity, or to the Secretary, in the time and manner mutually 
agreed to by the parties for purposes of the Secretary determining Covered Entity’s compliance 
with the Privacy Rule. 

 
I) Business Associate agrees to document such disclosures of Protected Health Information and 

information related to such disclosures as would be required for Covered Entity to respond to a 
request by an Individual for an accounting of disclosures of Protected Health Information in 
accordance with 45 CFR §164.528. 

 
J) Business Associate agrees to provide to Covered Entity or an Individual in the time and manner 

mutually agreed to by the parties information collected in accordance with this Agreement, to 
permit Covered Entity to respond to a request by an Individual for an accounting of disclosures of 
Protected Health Information in accordance with 45 CFR §164.528.  
 

K) When Business Associate conducts Standard Transactions on behalf of Covered Entity, Business 
Associate will comply with the HIPAA requirements for Standard Transactions and Data Code 
Sets.  

 
III) Permitted Uses and Disclosures by Business Associate  

 
A) General Use and Disclosure Conditions 

 
Except as otherwise limited in this Agreement, Business Associate may use or disclose Protected 
Health Information to perform functions, activities, or services for, or on behalf of, Covered 
Entity as specified in agreements or arrangements between the parties, provided that such use or 
disclosure would not violate the Privacy Rule if done by Covered Entity or the minimum 
necessary policies and procedures of the Covered Entity, or Business Associate’s independent 
duties under the Privacy Rule. 
 

B) Specific Use and Disclosure Provisions 
 
1) Except as otherwise limited in this Agreement, Business Associate may use Protected Health 

Information for the proper management and administration of the Business Associate or to 
carry out the legal responsibilities of the Business Associate. 
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2) Except as otherwise limited in this Agreement, Business Associate may disclose Protected 
Health Information for the proper management and administration of the Business Associate, 
provided that disclosures are Required by Law, or Business Associate obtains reasonable 
assurances from the person to whom the information is disclosed that it will remain 
confidential and used or further disclosed only as Required by Law or for the purpose for 
which it was disclosed to the person, and the person notifies the Business Associate of any 
instances of which it is aware in which the confidentiality of the information has been 
breached.  
 

3) Except as otherwise limited in this Agreement, Business Associate may use Protected Health 
Information to provide Data Aggregation services to Covered Entity as permitted by 45 CFR 
§164.504(e)(2)(i)(B).  
 

4) Business Associate may use Protected Health Information to report violations of law to 
appropriate Federal and State authorities, consistent with §164.502(j)(1). 

 
IV)  Obligations of Covered Entity 

 
A) Covered Entity shall notify Business Associate of any limitation(s) in its notice of privacy 

practices of Covered Entity in accordance with 45 CFR §164.520, to the extent that such 
limitation may affect Business Associate’s use or disclosure of Protected Health Information.  
 

B) Covered Entity shall notify Business Associate of any changes in, or revocation of, permission by 
Individual to use or disclose Protected Health Information, to the extent that such changes may 
affect Business Associate’s use or disclosure of Protected Health Information.  
 

C) Covered Entity shall notify Business Associate of any restriction to the use or disclosure of 
Protected Health Information that Covered Entity has agreed to in accordance with 45 CFR 
§164.522, to the extent that such restriction may affect Business Associate’s use or disclosure of 
Protected Health Information. 

 
D) Covered Entity acknowledges that an Individual may request a restriction on the Use or 

Disclosure of Protected Health Information in accordance with 45 CFR §164.522 and agrees that 
if such restriction would affect Business Associate’s Use or Disclosure of Protected Health 
Information, Covered Entity will exercise its discretion and shall deny the Individual’s request. 
Prior to responding to an Individual’s request Covered Entity shall ask Business Associate if the 
proposed restriction will affect its functions, activities, or services under the Agreement.  
 

E) If Covered Entity or Business Associate receives a request from an Individual for confidential 
communication of Protected Health Information by alternative means or at alternative locations in 
accordance with 45 CFR §164.522(b), Covered Entity prior to responding to such a request shall 
ask Business Associate for information on the feasibility of implementing or accommodating the 
request and on whether there may be an additional cost. Covered Entity shall promptly notify 
Business Administrator of its decision on the request for confidential communication of Protected 
Health Information. 

 
F) If or when Covered Entity transmits information electronically to Business Associate or Covered 

Entity’s Business Associates, Covered Entity shall comply with HIPAA requirements for 
Standard Transactions and Data Code sets.  
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V) Permissible Requests by Covered Entity  
 
Covered Entity shall not request Business Associate to use or disclose Protected Health Information 
in any manner that would not be permissible under the Privacy Rule if done by Covered Entity.  
 

VI) Term and Termination 
 
A) Term. This Agreement shall be effective as of _________________ and shall terminate when all 

of the Protected Health Information provided by Covered Entity to Business Associate, or created 
or received by Business Associate on behalf of Covered Entity, is destroyed or returned to 
Covered Entity, or, if it is infeasible to return or destroy Protected Health Information, protections 
are extended to such information, in accordance with the termination provisions in this Section. 

 
B) Termination for Cause. Upon Covered Entity’s knowledge of a material breach by Business 

Associate, Covered Entity shall either:  
 
1) Provide an opportunity for Business Associate to cure the breach or end the violation and 

terminate this Agreement if Business Associate does not cure the breach or end the violation 
within the time specified by Covered Entity; 

 
2) Immediately terminate this Agreement if Business Associate had breached a material term of 

this Agreement and cure is not possible; or  
 

3) If neither termination nor cure are feasible, Covered Entity shall report the violation to the 
Secretary.  
 

C) Effect of Termination 
 
1) Except as provided in paragraph (2) of this section, upon termination of this Agreement, for 

any reason, Business Associate shall return or destroy all Protected Health Information 
received from Covered Entity, or created or received by Business Associate on behalf of 
Covered Entity. This provision shall apply to Protected Health Information that is in the 
possession of subcontractors or agents of Business Associate. Business Associate shall retain 
no copies of the Protected Health Information.  
 

2) In the event it is determined by Business Associate that returning or destroying the Protected 
Health Information is not feasible, Business Associate shall provide to Covered Entity written 
notification of the conditions that make return or destruction infeasible, and  Business 
Associate shall extend the protections of this Agreement to such Protected Health 
Information, limiting further uses and disclosures of such Protected Health Information to 
those purposes that make the return or destruction infeasible, for so long as  Business 
Associate maintains such Protected Health Information.  The parties further agree that the 
Business Associate may retain copies of documents that may contain Protected Health 
Information which are necessary for the conduct and proper record keeping of Business 
Associate’s business in accordance with standard operating procedures and applicable law, 
including, the Privacy Rule.  
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VII) Miscellaneous 
 
A) Regulatory References. A reference in this Agreement to a section in the Privacy Rule means the 

section as in effect or as amended.  
 

B) Amendment. The Parties agree to take such action as is necessary to amend this Agreement from 
time to time as is necessary for Covered Entity to comply with the requirements of the Privacy 
Rule and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-191.  
 

C) Survival. The respective rights and obligations of Business Associate under Section VI.C of this 
Agreement shall survive the termination of this Agreement.  
 

D) Interpretation. Any ambiguity in this Agreement shall be resolved to permit Covered Entity to 
comply with the Privacy Rule.  
 

E) Execution and modification. This Agreement is binding only when signed by both parties. Any 
modifications or amendment must be in writing and signed by both parties. 

 
F) Assignment. This Agreement, with the rights and privileges it creates, is assignable only with the 

written consent of both parties.  
 

G) Force majeure. Each party shall be excused from any breach of this Agreement which is 
proximately caused by government regulation, war, strike, act of God, or other similar 
circumstance normally deemed outside the control of well-managed businesses. 

 
H) Entire Agreement. This Agreement contains the entire understanding of the parties with respect to 

the subject matter hereof and supersedes all other written and oral agreements between the parties 
with respect to such. It is acknowledged that other contracts may be executed. Such other 
agreements are not intended to change or alter this Agreement unless expressly stated in writing.  
 

I) Governing Law. This Agreement is construed under the laws of Texas. Venue is in Brazos 
County, Texas.  
 

J) Independent Business Associate Status. This Agreement will not be construed as creating an 
employer/employee relationship between Covered Entity and Business Associate. 

 
K) Headings. Headings appear solely for convenience of reference. Such headings are not part of this 

Agreement and shall not be used to construe it.  
 

L) Provisions. If any provision or provisions of this Agreement shall be held to be invalid, illegal or 
unenforceable, the validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions shall not in 
any way be affected or impaired thereby. 

 
M) Notice. Any notices required by this Agreement shall be delivered to the following addresses: 
 

Covered Entity     Business Associate 
Ms. Ellen Gerescher     
Employee Benefits Manager     
A&M System Building, Suite 1120   
200 Technology Way     
College Station, TX 77845-3424   
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VIII) Mandatory Dispute Resolution 
 
A) To the extent Chapter 2260, Texas Government Code, as it may be amended from time to time 

(“Chapter 2260”) is applicable to this Agreement, and is not preempted by other applicable law, 
the dispute resolution process provided for in Chapter 2260 of the Government Code shall be 
used, as further described herein, by Covered Entity and Business Associate in attempts to resolve 
any claim for breach of contract made by Business Associate:  
 
1) Business Associate’s claim for breach of this Agreement that the parties cannot resolve 

pursuant to other provisions of this Agreement or in the ordinary course of business shall be 
submitted to the negotiation process provided in subchapter B of Chapter 2260. To initiate the 
process, Business Associate must submit written notice as required by subchapter B of 
Chapter 2260, to Covered Entity in accordance with the notice provisions in this Agreement. 
Business Associate’s notice shall specifically state that the provisions of subchapter B of 
Chapter 2260 are being invoked, the date and nature of the event giving rise to the claim, the 
specific contract provision that Covered Entity allegedly breached, the amount of damages 
Business Associate seeks, and the method used to calculate the damages. Compliance by 
Business Associate with subchapter B of Chapter 2260 is a required prerequisite to Business 
Associate’s filing of a contested case proceeding under subchapter C of Chapter 2260. The 
Associate Vice Chancellor for Budgets and Accounting (A&M System Building, 200 
Technology Way, College Station, Texas 77845-3424), or such other officer of Covered 
Entity as may be designated from time to time by Covered Entity by written notice thereof to 
Business Associate in accordance with the notice provisions in this Agreement, shall examine 
Business Associate’s claim and any counterclaim and negotiate with Business Associate in an 
effort to resolve such claims.  
 

2) If the parties are unable to resolve their disputes under subparagraph (1) of this Section, the 
contested case process provided in subchapter C of Chapter 2260 is Business Associate’s sole 
and exclusive process for seeking a remedy for any and all of Business Associate’s claims for 
breach of this Agreement by Covered Entity. 

 
B) Compliance with the contested case process provided in subchapter C of Chapter 2260 is a 

required prerequisite to seeking consent to sue from the Legislature under Chapter 107 of the 
Civil Practices and Remedies Code. The parties specifically agree (i) neither the execution of this 
Agreement by Covered Entity nor any other conduct, action or inaction or any representative of 
Covered Entity relating to this Agreement constitutes or is intended to constitute a waiver of 
Covered Entity’s or the State of Texas’ sovereign immunity to suit, and (ii) Covered Entity has 
not waived its right to seek redress in the courts.  
 

C) The submission, processing and resolution of Business Associate’s claim is governed by the 
published rules adopted by the Texas Attorney General pursuant to Chapter 2260, as currently 
effective, hereafter enacted or subsequently amended. 
 

D) Neither the occurrence of an event giving rise to a breach of contract claim nor the pendency of a 
claim constitutes grounds for the suspension of performance by Business Associate in whole or in 
part. Covered Entity and Business Associate agree that any period set forth in this Agreement for 
notice and cure of defaults are not waived.  
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E) The designated individual responsible on behalf of Covered Entity for examining any claim or 
counterclaim and conducting any negotiations related thereto as required under §2260.052 shall 
be the Associate Vice Chancellor for Budgets and Accounting (A&M System Building, Suite 
1120, 200 Technology Way, College Station, TX 77845-3424). 

 
 
 
By:__________________________________ 
Dr. Michael D. McKinney 
Chancellor 
 The Texas A&M University System 
 
Date: ________________________________ 
 
 

By:_____________________________________ 
Printed Name 
Title 
Company Name 
 
Date: ___________________________________ 
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The Texas A&M University System 
HIPAA Business Associate Agreement 

 
Security Rule 

 
ADDENDUM 

 
 
In addition to the Privacy Rule that safeguards protected health information (PHI), the Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 also established the Security Rule which focuses specifically 
on electronic information.  The Security Rule, effective April 20, 2005, requires that covered entities and 
their business associates develop and implement administrative, technical, and physical safeguards to 
protect participants’ health information when it is maintained or transmitted electronically. 
 
By signing below, the Covered Entity and its Business Associate agree to: 
 

• Implement administrative, physical, and technical safeguards that reasonably and appropriately 
protect the confidentiality, integrity and availability of the Electronic PHI that it creates, receives, 
maintains or transmits on behalf of the covered entity as required by the Security Rule; 

• Ensure that its agents (including subcontractors) who receive Electronic PHI agree to implement 
reasonable and appropriate safeguards to protect such information; and 

• Report any security incident involving our data of which it becomes aware to Ms. Ellen 
Gerescher, Employee Benefits Manager. 

 
If the Covered Entity determines that the Business Associate has violated a material term of the 
Agreement, the Covered Entity may terminate the Agreement. 
 
 
 
By:__________________________________ 
Don Barwick 
Manager, HUB and Procurement Programs 
 The Texas A&M University System 
 
Date: ________________________________ 
 
 

By:_____________________________________ 
Printed Name 
Title 
Company Name 
 
Date: ___________________________________ 
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EXHIBIT F – SUPPLEMENTAL FILES 

 
 

You should have downloaded the following files along with the RFP.  If you failed to download this file, you can do 
so by returning to the Electronic State Business Daily.  
 

1. All Benefit Eligible Employees & Retirees Demographics  This file is a zipped Excel file containing 
demographic information for ALL benefit-eligible employees and retirees, regardless of enrollment.  The file 
provides demographic information based on the zip code and employee/retiree age.  The file represents a 
snapshot of enrollment as of December 12, 2008.   
 

An explanation of valid values appears below. 
Field Valid Values 

Zip Code  Participant’s Zip Code 
Age  Participant’s Age 
Employee Status A – Active, C – COBRA (employees), I – Incapacitated (disability 

retiree), K – COBRA (dependents),  L – Leave of Absence, R – Retired, 
S – Survivor, T – Terminated, W – Working Retiree  

Tier E – Employee Only, S – Employee & Spouse, C – Employee & 
Children,  F – Employee & Family 

FT/PT FT – Full-time, PT – Part-time 
Medical Plan Enrollment PPO, HMO, GS – Graduate Student Plan 
Male Participants Numerical Count 
Female Participants Numerical Count 
Male Spouses Numerical Count 
Female Spouses Numerical Count 
Male Children Numerical Count 
Female Children Numerical Count 

 
IMPORTANT: 
In order to arrive at the number of participants (employees and retirees), you will need to sum the “Male 
Participants” and the “Female Participants” columns and add them together.  You cannot just count the 
number of lines in the file since many lines include multiple individuals.  Similarly, you must sum the 
“Male Spouses,” “Female Spouses,” Male Children,” and “Female Children” columns and add them 
together to arrive at a total dependent count. 

 
2.  Life Rate Sheet  This file is an Excel file to be completed and provided on CD in Section k.3. of your 

response (see Section 3.6 k.3. of the RFP). 
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EXHIBIT G – AD&D PARTICIPATION REPORT  
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EXHIBIT H – BASIC LIFE PARTICIPATION REPORTS 
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EXHIBIT I – OPTIONIAL LIFE PARTICIPATION REPORTS 
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EXHIBIT J – DEPENDENT LIFE PARTICIPATION REPORTS 
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EXHIBIT K – AD&D EXPERIENCE REPORT 

 
AD&D Experience 

Policy Year Premium 

Paid Claims 
Incurred 

Basis 
Number of 

Claims Pending Claims 
11/95 - 11/96 $839,916 $332,500 6 
11/96 - 09/97 $741,373 $128,000 3 
09/97 - 09/98 $919,820 $615,750 9 
09/98 - 09/99 $912,713 $528,500 6 
09/99 - 09/00 $982,838 $781,075 14 
09/00 - 09/01 $802,697 $1,161,250 9 
09/01 - 09/02 $857,893 $440,000 5 
09/02 - 09/03 $917,241 $830,000 9 
09/03 - 09/04 $959,904 $409,669 4 
09/04 - 09/05 $970,810 * * 
09/05 - 09/06 $996,853 * * 
09/06 - 09/07 $872,952 $532,116 9 
09/07 - 09/08 $909,207 $187,788 5 $427,000 

* Not available 
  

Pended claims as of 
8/31/08: 

$15,000 
$60,000 

$100,000 
$252,000 
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EXHIBIT L – LIFE EXPERIENCE REPORTS 
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